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career turn into academia by join- 
ing the Systems and Control Group 
at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology in Atlanta. She now 
teaches classes and serves as the 
director for the Human-Automation 
Systems Laboratory, which she 
founded and where she and her 
students build and test robots. 

Her stature in the technology 
A 

community is not one that Howard 
takes lightly. "I want to make a 
big, big impact," she says. "I want 
to be remembered for changing 
the world." 

Along those lines, one of 
Howard's major goals is to con- 
sciously work to increase the number 
of minorities and women in the engi- 
neering ranks. One of her key rea- 
sons for leaving JPL was to have 
more access to students, particularly 
African Americans and Latinos. 

"I want to bring people in," 
Howard says. "I think there's a dis- 
connect for underrepresented stu- 
dents because typically engineering 
is shown as a sterile environment, 
and culturally, this group of stu- 
dents wants interaction. They want 
an environment that they can touch 
and feel." 

Howard wants to show students 
both the wealth of opportunity2 
human interaction and ful 
work that engine@-- - 1 
instance, her intel- 
ing robots that inte 
environment with 
could be househol 
robots in hospital! 
ing with office sec 
interacting with astron 
while Howard concedes this' 
work is challenging, she says rrlar 
people don't appreciate how "cool" 
i t  is. Besides that, she stresses 
that it has to be done - for our 
community's sake. 

"Our students, our kids need to 
see us on TV getting the Nobel Prize 
or becoming [an academic] fellow," 
says Howard. "Only then will-they 
know that those are goals that are 
attainable." 
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,ear-old mathemati- 
han Farley's efforts 

at .,,iing decades-old math 
problems, applying lattice the- 
ory to U.S. homeland security 
efforts and constructing the 
perfect terrorist cell have put 
him, and the ventures he 
helped found, among the go-to 
sources for both Hollywood 
screenwriters and defense con- 
tractors. 

Farley, a science fellow at 
Stanford Un~versity's Center 
for International Security and 
Cooperation, in August will 
become chaistnan of the depart- 
ment nf mnthem2tics 2nd cnm- 

puter science at the University 
of the West Indies in Jamaica. 

"I want to build up the math 
department to be a highly 
regarded depa~lment," says the 
Brockport, N.Y., native. "And 
an integral part of that is having 
the funds to do it." Toward this 
end, Farley plans to establish 
the Institute for Mathematical 
Methods in Counter-terrorism 
as a way to help draw funds to 
the university. 

Farley's affair with math 
began long before he graduated 
summa cum laude from Har- 
vard University in 1991 'and 
Ol>...,fiA " Anr.t,,""t~ ;n - 0 t h ~ -  

matics from Oxford University 
in 1995. The youngest of four 
sons, all Hanard graduates, 
says their father, an economics 
professor, taught him math. 
Their mother, a professor of 
African American history, also 
had a profound impact on him. 
By age 14 he knew math 
would be his life. 

Today, he specializes in 
lattice theory - an outgrowth 
of the study of Boolean alge- 
bras which provides a fratne- 
work for studying hierarchy 
and ordered sets in math. 

What led to this concentra- 
tion? Farlev savs the "ficld 
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Fmi layo  "Funmi" Mopade, an internationally 
ned researcher of the genetic and environmental 

I m c t o r s  that affect breast cancer in Black women, multi- 
tasking is a necessity, even when she's on vacation. 

In mid-April, Olopade found time to tour the Great Wall 
of China a few days before starting a two-week visiting pm- 
fessorship at China Medical University in Shenyang. 

As her colleagues enjoyed the view, Olopade endured 
a scratchy cellphone connection so she could answer 
questions about her research from a writer from the 
United States. It would have been easy for Olopade to 
brush the caller off, but that's not her style. 

"She tries to do as much as is humanly possible and 

then some," says Dawn Elliott, a clinical research associ- 
ate at the University of Chicago Hospitals Cancer Risk 
Clinic, where Olopade serves as the director and a profes- 
sor of medicine. "She loves her work." 

Olopade's passionate study of the molecular genetics 
of breast cancer in African and African American women 
caught the attention of the John D. and Catherine T. 
MacArthur Foundation, which last year awarded her one 
of its "genius" grants. The $500,000 gift was an 
acknowledgement of how the 49-year-old physician-sci- 
entist uses her research to develop innovative clinical 
practices in the United States and in  Africa. 

"Our work on women of color and breast cancer has 

nitely hooked at q 

.. - His undergraduJ k'.': proved outstanding, aw= 
/::% hg to Farley's fav-dte men- 
1 ' tor, Harvard neuroscience 
I professor and administrator 

Dr. S. Allen Counter. 
"Jonathan stands out 

because he is brilliant," 
Counter says. "He has a great 
depth of field in mathematics, 

1 won numerous awards and 
solved math equations that 
have never been solved." 

Those problems include 
one posed by PAT Professo~  
- - - - - - - 

Richard P. Stanley at a 1981 
conference - solved in 2003 
- and another presented in 
1964 by George Gfatzer; 
Farley solved that one in 1998. 

Three years ago, Farley, 
along with Lennox Farrell and 
Stefan Schmidt, a fellow .lat- 
tice theorist, formed Phoenix 
Mathematics Inc., which 
incorporates reflexive and lat- 

1 tice theories in homeland I secyity research. Lockheed 
Martin just recruited the corn- 

! pany to work on border secu- 
rity, and a military research 
entity recently contacted the 
fm about possible work. 

"We will do the funda- 
mental math research and pro- 

I vide tools for the main 
experts, who will fine-tune it 
for the people who actually 
make the decisions about bor- 
der patrol ," Parley explains. 

"One thing we are defi- 
=lynotdoing:~e'renotp 
coming up with anything 
that's going to stop terrorists 
or catch Osama Bin Laden. 
We're creating tools that 
enable decisionmakers to 
make more logical decisions 
rather than relying on intu- 
ition or guess work." 

I Victorla L. Hudson is a free- 
lance journalist in the San 
Francisco Bay area. 


